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Abstract ……..
Intelligence analysts are faced with information and cognitive overload problems. To address
these problems, it is relevant to go beyond traditional knowledge exploitation and management
approaches and make use of emerging cognitive support tools. This report proposes an integration
framework to lay the groundwork for the creation of a context aware intelligence virtual analyst.
A target integration framework architecture is proposed. An initial instantiation of analysis
components on the proposed framework is also described.

Significance to defence and security
This effort lays the ground work and provides a way ahead for the development of an Intelligence
Virtual Analyst Capability (iVAC). Exploiting the framework proposed in this document will
enable the development of an Intelligent Software Assistant (ISA) that will support Canadian
Armed Forces analysts in their collection, processing, analysis and dissemination tasks, thereby
considerably reducing information and cognitive overload.
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Résumé ……..
Les analystes du renseignement sont aux prises avec des problèmes de surcharge informationnelle
et cognitive. Pour régler ces problèmes, il est essentiel d’aller au-delà des approches
traditionnelles de gestion et exploitation de la connaissance et d’utiliser des outils novateurs de
support cognitifs. Ce rapport propose un cadre d’intégration pour jeter les bases d’un analyste
virtuel du renseignement, sensible au contexte. Une architecture cible est présentée et une
première version de composantes d’analyses déployées sur le cadre est décrite.

Importance pour la défense et la sécurité
Cet effort de recherche jette les bases et propose une direction pour le développement d’un
Intelligence Virtual Analyst Capability (iVAC). L’utilisation du framework proposé dans ce
document permettra le développement d’un Intelligent Software Assistant (ISA) qui aidera les
analystes des forces armées canadiennes dans leurs tâches de collecte, traitement, analyse et
dissémination en réduisant la surcharge cognitive et informationnelle.
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Introduction

The intelligence analysts of the Canadian Armed Forces have a mandate to collect, process and
analyze information, and disseminate required intelligence. The main challenge facing the
analysts is not a lack of data—in some way they are drowning in data—but rather managing and
making sense of the large amount of data being presented to them. This overload problem (at the
information and cognition levels) has recently been addressed using a variety of tools that allow
extracting, analyzing, and reasoning on information [1]–[5].Still there remains a strong need to
support the analysts, specifically in analyzing and making sense of the processed information in
order to interpret its significance, and develop new knowledge.
In order to better address the overload problem, it is relevant to go beyond traditional knowledge
exploitation and management approaches and make use of emerging cognitive support tools. A
very promising paradigm in artificial intelligence has emerged: the Intelligent Software Assistant
(ISA). The idea behind the research presented here is to use the ISA paradigm in the intelligence
context and to synthesize the current state of artificial intelligence research in order to develop an
Intelligence Virtual Analyst Capability (iVAC). An iVAC is a virtual analyst that organizes
information, learns processes, adapts to changing situations, and interactively supports the
analysts in their tasks in a seamless, intuitive fashion, eventually taking on autonomous tasks in
concert with other analysts (virtual or human). An iVAC should be able to learn from its
experience, by interacting with and being advised by its users. It should be able to explain what it
is doing and why it is doing it. An iVAC should be aware of the context, such as traits and intent
of its interactive “partners”, and behave accordingly. An iVAC system should “be able to reflect
on what goes wrong when an anomaly occurs, and anticipate such occurrences in the future. It
should be able to reconfigure itself in response to contextual changes, and should be able to be
configured, maintained, and operated by non-experts” [6].
The goal of this research is to propose an integration framework to lay the groundwork for the
creation of a context aware intelligence virtual analyst. In order to put together a framework that
allows for the incremental building of a virtual assistant, a flexible and scalable integration
platform must first be proposed. A certain number of primary components are also required. Such
primary components include a natural language processing capability, an avatar capability, and
Graphical User Interface (GUI) capabilities.
Once the basic framework and preliminary components are available, context awareness and
analysis components can be added to the system and deployed.

1.1

Organization of the document

This Scientific Report describes the proposed framework and its implementation at Defence
Research and Development Canada (DRDC) – Valcartier Research Centre.
Section 2 presents the analysis that has been performed to identify the best technological and
architectural solutions available for the integration framework and the primary components.
Section 3 presents the architecture that has been proposed for the integration framework.
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Section 4 presents a first instantiation of a virtual analyst capability, based on the architecture
proposed in Section 3. Primary components, as well as some preliminary context awareness and
analysis components that have been developed and integrated, are presented.

2
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Technological and architectural analysis

This section provides an overview of the analysis that was performed for the selection of each
analysis component and for the selection of the framework. Explanations are meant to be
succinct, very detailed information can be found at [7].

2.1
2.1.1

Analysis components
Natural Language Processing (NLP)

NLP is concerned with the interaction between humans and computer systems using human
(natural) language. For the purpose of this work, NLP is being considered for three distinct
aspects: Speech Recognition (SR), Natural Language Understanding (NLU), and Speech
Synthesis (SS). Speech recognition is in charge of extracting written sentences out of the spoken
(audio) input. Natural language understanding extracts meaning out of the provided sentences.
Speech synthesis generates the audio output from sentences.
2.1.1.1

Speech recognition

Three of the principal avenues that have been investigated for speech recognition were:
CMUSphinx, Julius, and Nuance Dragon.
CMUSphinx is an open source speech recognition system developed at Carnegie Mellon
University. It contains several independent speech recognizers as well as Sphinxtrain, a set of
acoustic model training tools. CMUSphinx can recognize speech, but does not contain a NLU
Module. CMUSphinx possesses a Java and a C Application Programming Interface (API). The
principal strength of CMUSphinx is its open source nature and a wide adoption in research labs
and academia. It is highly customizable. The main drawbacks are a limited amount of training
data used with the default acoustic model, and a lack of advanced speech recognition algorithms.
Julius is another open source speech recognition engine written in the C programming language.
Both the dictation (which recognizes spoken utterances) and command and control (which
understands commands) modes are supported. By default, Julius comes with the Japanese
language support. English acoustic and language models are available from a third party for free,
non-commercial use. Julius does not come with an advanced NLU capability. Julius is supposedly
fast and efficient, but getting it effectively working with languages other than Japanese would
require the investment of considerable resources.
Dragon Naturally Speaking is a speech recognition software package developed by Nuance
Communications for the Windows operating system. Nuance also sells a Software Development
Kit (SDK) allowing developers to create custom Windows applications with speech recognition
(and synthesis) capabilities. The accuracy of speech recognition can be increased by adapting the
software to each individual speaker’s accent and vocabulary. In the command and control mode,
Dragon can recognize predefined sequences of words or patterns of words as commands.
However, a separate NLU module is required to recognize more complex commands. Nuance’s
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speech recognition technology is widely accepted as the state-of-the-art. The main limitation is a
relatively high cost.
Based on its performance, Dragon is recommended as the Speech Recognition component. The
assumption here is that its acquisition cost would not surpass the customization cost of the other
solutions.
2.1.1.2

Natural language understanding

A total of seven NLU libraries have been analysed. For the purpose of the project, an incremental
solution has been proposed, leveraging different technologies. The incremental solution moves
towards increasingly complex and powerful complementary NLU approaches: bag-of-words
approach, hand-written grammar approach, and statistical NLP approach.
In its simplest approach, the NLU component would reduce the input sentence as a bag-of-words:
a set of words contained in the sentence, removing the word ordering information. Meaning is
attached to a given set.
The hand-written grammar approach consists in defining a context-free grammar for all
acceptable queries. A parser is then used to derive the syntactic tree of input queries, from which
the type and parameters of the task can be directly extracted.
Statistical NLP uses the full power of available statistical NLP taggers to extract a rich and
flexible set of annotations, from which the task type and parameters should be extractable. This
approach is more complex and closer to a full query understanding.
Implementing a bag-of-words approach is trivial, and does not require any sophisticated library. It
only requires processing strings and lists, which is fully supported by any modern programming
language. The main strength of this approach is its simplicity. Its main limitation is that the output
of this approach is shallow and does not take into account the structure of the sentence, or query.
In order to implement the hand-written grammar approach, the use of PythonNLTK is
recommended as it is the most convivial implementation of a hand-written, context free grammar
parser.
For the statistical NLP approach, the ClearNLP library is proposed, as it covers most statistical
NLP needs and is written in Java.
2.1.1.3

Speech synthesis

Ten solutions have been considered for SS, coming from both the open source and commercial
communities. All reviewed open source speech synthesis technologies had one significant
disadvantage: the sound of the synthesized voice was very artificial and sometimes difficult to
recognize. This would be a serious limitation to intelligence analyst’s daily work. In terms of
voice quality, Nuance Dragon proved to be the best alternative, and, as it is also being
recommended for speech recognition, it becomes the recommendation for SS.

4
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2.1.2

Avatar

Three of the principal avenues investigated for avatars were: Double Agent, Clippy.js and Guil3d.
Double Agent is an open source avatar technology from Microsoft that supports existing
Microsoft Agent characters, including Microsoft Office Assistant characters. Double Agent relies
on the discontinued Microsoft Agent software. The plugin is limited to specific versions of the
Mozilla Firefox browser.
Clippy.js is a full JavaScript implementation of Microsoft Agent. Agents are composed of
multiple image sequences that represent the frames of each animation related to an agent action. It
is lightweight and easy to integrate. However, Clippy.JS does not include phonemes
(Lip-Synching) animations. It does not allow for complex or refined avatar representations and is
therefore limited.
Guil3D – Virtual Assistant Denise is a virtual assistant Windows desktop software with some
artificial intelligence capabilities. Denise is a full feature application whose main function is to
assist users in human-computer interaction. Denise can search the web, explore and play
multimedia files, read and answer e-mails, schedule and remind appointments. Only desktop
client integration is available in the current version. The software is also quite costly as more than
$800 is required for a single user license of the enterprise version.
None of the surveyed avatar technologies meets the need of the iVAC. The current
recommendation is therefore to develop a very simple avatar that will act as a place holder until
appropriate avatar technology is made available or developed.

2.1.3

Graphical user interface

With regards to GUIs, the main alternatives are web-based or desktop GUIs. Web GUIs are
designed to be run within a browser environment using various technologies to enable layout
management, visual styling, as well as variable and object manipulation. The desktop alternative
would require the installation of a client in order to drive the GUI. While each approach is valid
and would have met the project’s requirements, it has been decided to opt for a web-based
approach for ease of integration within our existing legacy environment.

2.2

Framework

For the integration framework, the three considered alternatives have been: multi-tier distributed
architecture, service integration, and service-oriented architecture.
A multi-tier architecture proposes a structure where presentation, business processing, and data
management are logically separated. An application that uses middleware to service data requests
between a user and a database employs a multi-tier architecture. The most widespread use of
multi-tier architectures is the three-tier architecture.
A service integration approach involves the integration of applications through a service layer
where services are aggregated, composed and consumed as needed. Applications are not directly
connected to each other but interact through the service layer.
DRDC-RDDC-2014-R138
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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a paradigm for the realization and maintenance of
business processes that spam large distributed system. It is based on three major technical
concepts: services, interoperability through an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and loose coupling.
An ESB is used to implement communication between mutually interacting software applications.
The ESB is in charge of monitoring messages between services, data transformation, mapping,
and queuing.
For a full-fledged iVAC, the proposed approach would be a full service-oriented architecture. The
use of the ESB would allow for the integration of complex heterogeneous components. However,
for the initial context of this project, the service integration approach has been used. Service
integration requires less effort for a first instantiation of the iVAC framework. Moreover, it is a
steppingstone towards the SOA approach as the use of services will allow for a later transition to
the full SOA using an ESB. The service integration architecture has been instantiated using the
Java Enterprise Edition solution.

6
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Integra
ation fra
amework

This section prov
vides a desccription of th
he frameworrk that was created to allow for thhe
develo
opment of a virtual analy
yst. The detaails are kept at a more cconceptual levvel; the actual
techno
ologies employed to instaantiate the pro
oposed mode l are secondaary. The aim is to highlighht
the prrinciples that allow for the integration of heterogeneoous analysis ccomponents.

3.1

Query
y handling
g

Figuree 1 provides an overview
w of the interaction between a user annd the differennt parts of thhe
system
m for the hand
dling of queriies.

Figure 1: Hiigh-level interraction for th e handling off queries.
The user
u will interact with the system
s
using spoken or wrritten natural llanguage, or uusing the GU
UI.
A nattural languagee query will be
b handled by
b the Naturaal Language U
Understandingg module. Thhe
Naturral Language Understandiing componeent translates the user vooice into a coommand. Thhis
modu
ule will use in
nformation sttored in the Discourse Coontext, whichh contains thhe data (bag oof
wordss, grammar, statistical an
nalysis data) required to perform Nattural Languaage Processinng
(detaiils provided in
i Section 2.1.1.2). The Dialogue
D
Orcchestrator recceives the user request annd
calls the necessarry services (Business Seervices) to eexecute the command. T
The Responsse
Generrator producees a responsee from the recceived resultss. The Naturral Language Generation oof
Figuree 1 formulatees the response in natural laanguage.

3.2

Frame
ework fun
nctions

Figuree 2 shows a more
m
detailed
d view of the framework fuunctions. In ssome cases teechnologies arre
associiated with parrticular functiions. Althoug
gh the specifieed technologiies are indeedd candidates oof
choicee for the speccified functio
on, it must be understood tthat the functtion itself is eessential to thhe
components remain intercchangeable.
system
m, while the technological
t

C-RDDC-2014
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Figure 2: Framework
F
funnctions.
At thee top of Figurre 2, the iVA
AC view is wh
here the user interacts withh the system (as detailed iin
Sectio
on 3.1). This interaction is made using a GUI, naturaal language prrocessing (inccluding speecch
syntheesis and speecch recognition), and an avatar representtation.

3.2.1
1

Dialog
gue manag
gement

The following
fo
com
mponents are used
u
for dialo
ogue managem
ment:
 The
T Dialoguee orchestrato
or coordinatees the activitiees of all the ccomponents oof the dialoguue
system;
s
 The
T Sentencee analyser alllows for the system
s
to undderstand naturral language uuser requests;;
 The
T Library NLP is a thirrd party library that suppoorts the Sentennce Analyser to process annd
understand
u
th
he spoken request;
 The
T Comma
and improverr is called by
y the Dialoguue Orchestrator when the latter needs tto
get
g a more accurate com
mmand in orrder to call core businesss functions correctly. Thhe
Command
C
Im
mprover uses a Machine Leearning (ML) Processor;
 The
T ML pro
ocessor provides machinee learning caapability to tthe communication system
m.
Based
B
on th
he user profiile, behaviou
ur and feedb ack, the sysstem could learn to betteer
understand
u
naatural languag
ge queries;
 The
T ML library (ML proccessor) is a th
hird party librrary that supports the ML pprocessor;
 The
T Responsse generator aggregates alll the responsses returned bby the commaand processinng
experts;
e
and
8
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 The
T Natural language geenerator prod
duces a textuaal utterance ffrom the respponse delivereed
to
t the dialogu
ue orchestrato
or.

3.2.2
2

Comm
mand proce
essing

The following
fo
com
mponents are used
u
for comm
mand processsing:
 The
T Comman
nd processorr is aware of all
a the busineess functions tthat are availaable to processs
specific
s
comm
mands. It map
ps and forwarrds command s to the approopriate processsing service.
 The
T Comma
and processiing expert is
i an abstracct command processing component. It
provides
p
a weell-defined in
nterface to speecialized expeerts. By impleementing thiss interface, it is
possible
p
to ad
dd new experrt or analysis services to tthe system. F
For the initial version of thhe
framework,
f
th
he following expert servicees were impleemented:
 ISTIPExp
pert: handles tasks or commands rellated to servvices hosted in the DRD
DC
developed
d Intelligencce Science and
a
Technoloogy Integrattion Platform
m (ISTIP) [1]
infrastructure. Depend
ding on the ty
ype of the coommand, thiss component calls the righht
ISTIP serv
vice to processs the commaand;
 Documen
ntExpert: han
ndles documents retrievall and/or proccessing comm
mands. It reliees
on a docu
ument processsing system orr services to pprocess the coommand;
 GreetingE
Expert: greets the user an
nd initialises thhe user sessioon context;
 DateTimeExpert: han
ndles date and
d time-relatedd commands;
wn
 DataBaseeExpert: queries databasse systems. It issues daata queries to its know
databases. It relies on the
t interfaces and/or servicces provided bby those dataabase systemss;
 UserConttextExpert: manages
m
userr context relatted tasks; andd
 SolrExpeert: retrieves documents and/or similaar user conteexts in the S
Solr indexatioon
system an
nd by using So
olr [18] advan
nced search ccapabilities.

3.3

Frame
ework sofftware architecturre

This section
s
provid
des an overviiew of the sofftware compoonents that haave been usedd to implemennt
the fiirst version of
o the integration framew
work as show
wn on Figuree 3. This ovverview of thhe
techno
ological stack
k is provided as a referencee; additional ddetails can bee found at [8].

Figure 3: So
oftware archiitecture.
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The following software systems are used on the server side in the initial version of the integration
framework:
 The Machine Learning (ML) library: Scikit Learn [9] is a software library that handles
the learning capability of the iVAC;
 The Natural Language Processing (NLP) library: for the iVAC, the «NLTK 2.0» [10] is
used as the natural language processing library of choice;
 Python 2.7: Python [11] is an interpreted language designed to speed up development time
for rapid prototyping. The Python interpreter is required by the NLTK components;
 Jython 2.5.4: Jython [12] is Python for Java platforms. It is used to create and support a
service adapter to integrate the NLU components;
 Ubuntu 12.04 LTS: Ubuntu [13] Server is a Unix-like operating system. It is used on the
server side of the iVAC system;
 JBoss 7.2.0: JBoss 7 [14] is a fully certified Java enterprise Edition 6 server application. It
is used to host the iVAC business component;
 Apache Active MQ 5.8: Active MQ [15] is an open source message broker and integration
platform. It supports cross language messaging;
 Jetty 9: Jetty [16] is an open source Java Servlet Container. As such, it provides a web
server and servlet hosting capability. It is the Web server that hosts the management console
of Active MQ;
 Java Runtime environment 1.7: The Java Runtime environment [17] runs all Java-based
programs. As such, environment software systems like JBoss, Active MQ and Tomcat or
Jetty cannot be run without Java RE;
 Apache Solr 4.6.0: Solr [18] is an open source enterprise search platform from the Apache
Lucene project. Its main features include powerful full-text search, hit highlighting, faceted
search, near real-time indexing, dynamic clustering, database integration, rich document
(e.g., Word, PDF) handling, and geospatial search; and
 Apache HTTP server 2.4.6: the Apache [19] HTTP Server coupled with the JBoss
Mod_Cluster 1.2.7 [20] acts like a load balancer for the iVAC cluster. Its main purpose is to
distribute the load between the nodes that form the iVAC Server Cluster.
The following software systems are used on the client side in the initial version of the integration
framework:
 Microsoft Windows 7 Professional: Microsoft Windows 7 [21] is the client version of the
Microsoft Windows operating system;
 Microsoft .Net Framework 4.5: .Net Framework [22] is an execution environment for
Microsoft .Net components, tools and framework;
 Nuance Dragon Client 12: Nuance Dragon [23] is a software system with several
capabilities; among them: Speech Recognition and Speech Synthesis; and
 ActiveMQ NMS Client 2.0: ActiveMQ NMS Client [24] is a .Net client that communicates
with the ActiveMQ Message Broker.
10
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Initial framewo
ork instantiation

This section descrribes a first version of th
he framework
rk that has bbeen built acccording to thhe
speciffications detailed in Sectio
on 3. This fram
mework contaains a limitedd set of analyssis componennts
that mainly
m
deal with
w user and
d context maanagement, ass well as witth documentss retrieval annd
recom
mmendation.
The in
nitial applicattion deployed
d on the frameework perform
ms documentts retrieval. T
The user is able
to perrform docum
ment searchess based on keywords.
k
Thhe applicationn is also ablle to take intto
accou
unt the user’s context (iden
ntity, role and
d preference)) and the userr’s feedback (on previouslly
retriev
ved documen
nts) to retriev
ve documentss. Context-aw
ware documennts retrieval is the topic oof
Sectio
on 4.2. Sectio
on 4.1 first pro
ovides a descrription of the application.

4.1

Applic
cation description
n

Figuree 4 shows thee application dashboard.
d

Figure 4: Ap
pplication dasshboard.
The dashboard
d
con
ntains three main
m sections:
 the
t dialogue console
c
widget;
 the
t documentts list widget; and
 the
t user conteext definition widget.

C-RDDC-2014
4-R138
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4.1.1
1

Dialog
gue console widget

Figuree 5 shows thee dialogue con
nsole widget.

Figure
F
5: Dia
alogue consolle widget.
The dialogue
d
conso
ole widget is mainly used to submit useer requests too the system. The user typees
his reequests in nattural languagee and hits thee send buttonn to send the request to thhe system. Thhe
system
m uses the bag
b of words and grammaar approachees (Section 2.1.1.2) to exttract a precisse
comm
mand from th
he written uttterance. The understood qquery is giveen back to thhe user in thhe
windo
ow.

4.1.2
2

Docum
ments widg
get

Figuree 6 shows thee document widget.
w

Figure 6: Document w
widget.

12
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The documents
d
widget
w
is used
d to display a list of doocuments retuurned by thee system for a
submiitted request.. Using this widget, the user can alsso provide feeedback to thhe system. T
To
provid
de feedback, the user seleects a documeent on the griid and then sselects one off the followinng
option
ns in the relev
vance field:
 Unknown: thee default optio
on, which pro
ovides no actuual feedback.
 Relevant:
R
thee user consideers this docum
ment as relevvant. When hhe selects thiss option, otheer
feedback
f
optiions become available.
a
Thee user can sellect one of theese options:
 More Likee This: the user wants to geet more docum
ments like thiis one; and
 No More like This: eveen if the user considers thiis document aas relevant, hhe does not
want to reetrieve other similar
s
ones.
 Irrelevant:
I
th
he document is not relevantt for the curreent context off the user.
After making his choices,
c
the usser can hit thee «save» buttton in order too submit his ffeedback to thhe
system
m.

4.1.3
3

User context
c
wid
dget

Figuree 7 shows thee user contextt widget.

Figure 7: User conteext widget—O
Ozone Widgett Framework (OWF) user ttab.
The user
u context widget
w
is used to define thee context of a user. This wiidget containss four tabs:
 OWF User (sshown on Fig
gure 7): this grid
g displays the list of ussers containedd in the Ozonne
Widget
W
Fram
mework datab
base. This is
i accessible only by ussers having administrativve
privileges;
p
 User (shown on Figure 8):: this containss basic inform
mation about tthe user;
 Context basicc information
n (shown on Figure
F
9): thi s contains thee informationn related to thhe
context
c
like:
y the user; annd
 A collectiion of keyworrds defined by
C-RDDC-2014
4-R138
DRDC
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 A collectiion of relevan
nt documents.
 User work deescription (Fiigure 10): thiss is where thee user role is described (hhis mission, hhis
function
f
and his tasks).

gure 8: User context
c
widgeet—User tab.
Fig

Figure
F
9: Useer context wid
dget—Contextt basic inform
mation tab.
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Figure 10: User
U context widget—User
w
r work descripption tab.
Notice the “percen
ntage of consiidered contex
xt” slider at thhe bottom of tthe figure, whhich allows foor
the usser to move from
f
a strictlly keyword-b
based search (0%) to a strrictly contextt-based searchh.
This is
i the topic off the following section.

4.2

Context aware document retriev
val

This section
s
provides an overview of the co
ontext-aware document retrieval mechaanics. Detaileed
inform
mation can bee found in [25
5].

4.2.1
1

Keywo
ords and context
c

Conteext-aware doccument retrieeval aims at providing uusers with doocuments thatt are not onlly
relevaant to a partiicular keyworrd, but that also
a
take intoo account thee user’s conttext. Figure 111
illustrrates this notion.
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Figure 11: Context vss. keyword rellative importaance.
At its simplest form
m (Simple Teext Retrieval)), the system will use onlyy the keywordds provided bby
the usser. The systeem will behav
ve the same way
w as any tyypical search eengine wouldd, by retrievinng
docum
ments contain
ning the keyw
words. The sy
ystem is also able to conssider user feeedback (Simple
Text Retrieval
R
Witth Feedback) (e.g., relevan
nt, irrelevant , more like thhis, no more like this—seee
Sectio
on 4.1.2) to reefine search results.
r
Finallly, the system
m is able to coonsider the usser’s context tto
refinee search resu
ults. Actually
y, the system
m can move from keywoord-based to context-baseed
retriev
val using a user-specified
u
d keyword-co
ontext ratio (iillustrated onn Figure 10). As previouslly
mentiioned, when located at th
he left end of the spectruum (green off Figure 11, bbasic keyworrd
search
h will be perfformed. When
n located at th
he right (purpple of Figure 11), only thee context of thhe
user will
w be used. This means that the retrrieval result w
will not takee into accounnt the provideed
keywo
ords and will strictly contaain context-baased results.
Havin
ng such a flex
xible system, allowing to move
m
from kkeyword-basedd to context-bbased retrievaal,
provid
des the user with
w various ty
ypes of resultts, some of whhich might noot have been m
made available
by a standard docu
ument retriev
ver. The idea behind this aapproach is tthat a user m
may, indeed, bbe
lookin
ng for documeents containin
ng specific key
ywords. How
wever, it is alsoo possible thatt a user may bbe
inputtting keywordss that are som
mewhat arbitraary in order tto find docum
ments of intereest that are not
related
d to (and may
y not contain
n) the specifieed keywords. In this case, context-baseed retrieval is a
compllimentary solu
ution that is liikely to return
n different doccuments of intterest.
The following
f
secctions provid
de details on the approacches poweringg keyword-bbased retrievaal,
contex
xt-based retriieval, and user feedback.
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4.2.2

Keyword-based document retrieval

To perform keyword-based searches, the system uses the Solr [18] search engine. Solr provides
the following functionalities:
 Index documents;
 Return all the terms indexed;
 Return the term frequency, document frequency and Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) values for any indexed document;
 The possibility to weight the importance of keywords in a query;
 The possibility to search on multiple document fields; and
 The possibility to weight the importance of document fields in a query.
In Solr, documents are composed of fields, which are specific pieces of information. Fields can
contain different types of data (e.g., date-time, binary, boolean, currency, Unicode).
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a statistic that reflects the importance
of a word in a document. It is the combination of two measures: Term Frequency (TF) and
Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). TF considers the frequency of a given term in a document.
IDF is a way to measure the amount of information a given word provides by evaluating if it is
common across all documents. Roughly, IDF is computed by dividing the total number of
documents by the number of documents containing a given word. TF-IDF is produced by
multiplying both measures. On a general document corpus, for any document, the term “the”
would likely score a high TF measure (as it is frequently used), and very low IDF (as it is
probably used in most documents). The combined TF-IDF measure for “the” would be low,
reflecting the notion that the word “the” does not convey much importance in the meaning of a
given document. Let’s say a particular document in our general corpus discusses Neutrinos. The
TF measure for “neutrino” in this specific document would likely be high (since it is the topic of
the document). On the other hand, since the corpus is of a general nature, it is likely that few
other documents would contain “neutrino”. Therefore, the IDF measure would also be high. The
combined TF-IDF measure for “neutrino” would be high, reflecting that this particular word is of
special importance for the document at hand.

4.2.3

Handling user feedback

Relevance feedback is an approach that modifies the weights of keywords in the request based on
the relevant documents identified by the user. This is implemented using a Rocchio
Equation [26]. In general terms, the Rocchio Equation adds to the original weights of terms the
average importance of the word in the relevant documents and subtracts the average importance
of the word in the irrelevant documents. The importance of a given keyword is computed using
the TF-IDF method described in 4.2.2.
In the context of the application, the user is allowed to specify feedback using Unknown,
Relevant-More Like This, Relevant-No More Like This, or Irrelevant (see Section 4.1.2). In
practice, the Unknown and Relevant-No More Like This options do nothing. The Relevant-More
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Like This option is used to add importance to keywords present in the document. The Irrelevant
option is used to reduce the importance of keywords present in the document.

4.2.4

Handling context

In this initial version of the system, the context is handled using the keywords and “relevant
documents” identified by the user (see Section 4.1.3—Context Basic Information Tab). The
system will simply use the provided keywords along with the identified relevant documents to
perform the method described in Section 4.2.3.
In a future version, the contextual description of the user (using roles, tasks, and preferences) will
also be used, which will allow to identify other users with similar context and suggest results
accordingly. This feature could be paraphrased as “users who have contexts similar to yours were
also interested in documents x, y, z.”

4.2.5

The keyword-context continuum

Figure 7 shows the slider that the user can use to specify the “Percentage of considered context”.
This is used to effectively move from the keyword-based approach to the context-based approach
discussed in Section 4.2.1. This is implemented by providing a relative weight to the
user-specified keywords and the context-specified keywords. This is done by considering the
slider value/100 as α, the relative importance of context-specified keywords, and 1-α as the
relative importance of user-specified keywords.
If the slider is in position 0%, the relative importance of context-specified keywords will be 0 and
the importance of user-specified keywords will be 1. Hence, only user-specified keywords will be
considered by Solr in the document retrieval process.
If the slider is in the position 100%, the relative importance of context-specified keywords will
be 1 and the importance of user-specified keywords will be 0. Hence, only context-specified
keywords will be considered by Solr in the document.
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Conclusion

Intelligence analysts are faced with information and cognitive overload problems. To address
these problems, it is relevant to go beyond traditional knowledge exploitation and management
approaches and make use of emerging cognitive support tools. The research presented in this
report proposes an integration framework to lay the groundwork for the creation of a context
aware intelligence virtual analyst. Such an intelligence virtual analyst would provide essential
support to human analysts faced with information and cognitive overload problems.
The results from the thorough analysis that was performed to identify the best technological and
architectural candidates were presented. A target integration framework architecture was also
proposed. An initial instantiation of analysis components on the proposed framework was also
described.
Using this proposed integration framework and adding new analysis functionalities will allow
iteratively converging towards the development of a full-fledged Intelligence Virtual Analyst
Capability (iVAC).
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List of symbols/abbreviations/acronyms/initialisms
API

Application Programming Interface

DRDC

Defence Research and Development Canada

ESB

Enterprise Service Bus

GUI

Graphical User Interface

IDF

Inverse Document Frequency

ISA

Intelligent Software Assistant

ISTIP

Intelligence Science and Technology Integration Platform

iVAC

Virtual Analyst Capability

NLP

Natural Language Processing

NLU

Natural Language Understanding

OWF

Ozone Widget Framework

R&D

Research & Development

SDK

Software Development Kit

SOA

Service-Oriented Architecture

SR

Speech Recognition

SS

Speech Synthesis

TF

Term Frequency
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